please find attached the current Rating/Annual Report Summary (ARS) List. The spreadsheet has 2 tabs - the first lists every possible rating and the corresponding goods descriptions (ARS); the second tab gives the available prefixes (e.g. "components for..."). Which prefixes are usable with which goods descriptions is determined by the wording of the controls themselves.

I have simply cut and pasted the list "as is", with no attempt to simplify or sanitise it - in particular you will note that the ratings go down to a lower level than those published in the Annual Reports. You will also see that there are some blank entries - these represent either ratings for which we have never seen that item and so have never had to think about defining an ARS; or are technology or software controls where the item description is constructed from a relevant prefix (e.g. "technology for the use of") and the item to which the software/technology relates e.g. "sniper rifles", giving a description of "technology for the use of sniper rifles" (which would typically be the user manual).

Regards